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  ABSTRACT 
The wall that stands erect in the path of economic growth and development of India is 

nothing but corruption it has rose up to such a height that not a single official work is 

done without bribe. It is like a suppressed truth which everyone ignores but still obeys to 

resist in hollow system. Corruption has established a unique marketing system in the 

administration where "Bribe demanded equals Bribe supplied". Once this imaginary 

market becomes dysfunctional then there will be transparency in the governance. The 

following paper aims to reveal the basis of corruption which has a huge impact in the 

current public administrative scenario by throwing light on certain efforts in order to 

combat corruption. It also aims to discuss what major steps can be taken in the present 

public administration system for the betterment of the society by contributing to the 

administration's discipline. There is a special section dedicated for the review of 

literature on the topic of corruption and how it has eventually become a blot on public 

administration. It presents an overview of corruption in public sector including its causes, 

the challenges and implication. It concludes by making some recommendations on how 

to resolve the scourge of corruption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
“Corruption is a cancer, a cancer that eats away a citizen’s faith in democracy, diminishes the 

instinct for innovation and creativity.”    

- JOE BIDEN, President of USA. 

The entire world is now thrashing in the clutches of the novel corona virus. 1000s of efforts by 

the scientists and the governments of all the countries are relentlessly struggling to find the end 

to this devastating situation. There was a silent competition among the countries to become the 

first nation in the world to find a vaccine for this deadly disease. Now that most of us are 

vaccinated, we are still not sure whether we are shielded against corona or not. Somewhere or 
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the other we have made up our mind to survive with covid for years to come and this positive 

attitude within us has reduced our fear for the disease which was initially at its peak.  

If we talk about another imaginary virus which is there in human minds, then corruption would 

top the list. We are all aware of the presence of this virus, causes of this virus and the solutions 

to the virus but still people don’t want to get rid of it. We can say that most of us are not ready 

to get vaccinated against corruption. Therefore, if COVID-19 is a “PANDEMIC”, then 

Corruption can be called as an “ENDEMIC”. 

Greed is considered as an integral part of human tendency. It is all due to greed and lust for 

power and position that man chooses the corrupt mean. Corruption can be visualized as ac 

chain with numerous vails that are tugged tightly. Each and every human being is nothing but 

a vail who makes the chain of corruption complete. They are so compactly tightened with each 

other that breaking the unanimous chain is next to impossible or we can say that human being 

are not willing to break the chain. The public administrators being at the responsible positions 

act as a pendent that beautifies the chain.  Just like in order to take out the pendent the vails 

have to be entangled in the same way if the public administrator wants to maintain the decorum 

of his position then he has to get himself detached from the chain of corruption. 

(A) Objective of Study 

Being the citizen of the world’s largest democracy, we should be aware of the factors that act 

as major obstacles in the path of development. As we know, government in India is of the 

people, for the people and by the people, we have rights to stay aware of the steps taken by the 

government. A perfect governance is nothing but transparent to the people. An elaborated study 

on corruption in public administration will help us to understand and identify the real roots of 

it. So, the main objective of taking up this topic is to throw light on those corners of public 

administration that has turned into darkness due to the eclipse of corruption. The object is to 

analyse the presence of corruption in different levels of administration and process suitable 

solutions for the betterment of not only the people but also the country as a whole.  

(B) Significance 

If community development involves includes welfare schemes, planning commissions, self-

help groups and aware citizens, then public administration is the essence of it. A community is 

said to be developed one only when there is strong understanding an synchronisation between 

those who make the policies, those who execute it and those for whom the policies are make. 

This is possible only when we have efficient, loyal, honest and capable public servants serving 

the nation. He is the one who coordinates all the departments in such a way that the country 
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marches forward in the path development as a whole. He has the burden of researching the 

social problems, finding solutions for it, executing the solutions by taking the help of other 

departments and promoting welfare and economic mobility in the society. As public 

administrators hold a respectful position in the society and are entrusted with responsible 

duties, they are supposed to be impartial and selfless while following the standards of 

administration. The moment they get diverted from the path of honesty and loyalty, they fall 

into the trap of acquisitiveness and selfishness, surrounded by the web of corruption. Hence 

the main significance of studying corruption in public administration is to make an effort to 

establish transparency in the governance system. Transparency is symbolic of   mechanism of 

good governance and public trust in a democratic and public administration. It is the basic 

necessity for the authenticity and integrity of public institutions in order to promote public trust 

and welfare. Practice, Inducement and lack of righteousness can be the three major reasons 

behind corruption. Hence, we need to build ourselves in such a way that we never ever come 

under any influence or pressure to incline towards corrupt activities which is the main reason 

behind the nation’s economic and social haemorrhage. We need to stop the miss utilization of 

government and public resources, ineffective operations, underestimating public trust over 

government and random recruitment of government officials. Hence the study of corruption in 

public administration is a significant part of curriculum. The gravity of this topic is to establish 

the fact that Corruption in public administration is the main reason behind corruption in every 

field of the society and constitutes a grave problem for mankind and a deadly threat to the 

democracy. After all we aim to make our future flawless and perfect. 

(C) Literature Review 

Corruption is not something that emerge in the recent era but has been a relic of the universe 

since the existence of human race. From epic to modern era, from barbarism to civilization, 

from agrarianism to industrialisation the colour of corruption has never faded. Kautiliya’s 

“Arthashastra” talks about the different forms of corruption. It is presumed that arena of the 

ambit of corruption was limited in the past era as the public servants at that time did not have 

absolute power. Kautilya, being a judicious minister in the court of Chandragupta Maurya, 

expressed his views regarding the issues related to war, conflicts, social functions, 

administration, statesmen ship, morals, ethics and politics at that time. According to him “Men 

are naturally fickle minded” and they can be collated to “Horses at work who exhibit constant 

change in their temper”. From this comparison it is evident that honesty is not an integrity that 

remains with a human being ever. The temptations towards shortcuts and greed to surpass 

others opens the gate of corruption. With the fall of the Mughal era and the rising of British 
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empire and the invasion of East India Company laid the foundation of corruption. The 

Company exploited the Indians and ditched the nation into bankruptcy. Though the British 

monarch seemed to make efforts to establish good administration, but the secretion of greedy 

hormones of the British officials dominated the entire system. The police, excise and other 

departments had unrestricted powers which played the role of seeds which eventually grew up 

as a huge tree with numerous branches. Even the judiciary at that time was puppet in the hands 

of the company. Till the break of world war corruption was limited to the lower strata but after 

the war, it shook the entire administrative system as the British official got the golden 

opportunity to grab ample wealth. According to the (1944-45) Bengal Administration enquiry 

committee, "The second world war bred the conditions which made money-making easy."  

After the efforts of freedom fighters when the sun of Independence rose India followed the path 

to establish a welfare state. There was division of work and classification of departments due 

to which new officers were entrusted with powers and positions. There were new set of laws, 

rules and regulations which unfortunately opened the doors of corruption. The essence of lust 

started spreading in the minds of the people. The temptation towards power and status turned 

the spark to fire. The situation became worst when the democratic system of election compelled 

the representatives to aid their respective constituency which as a result trapped them into the 

vivacious web of corruption. They chased for monopoly in the political arena even at the cost 

of integrity. The individual events in the past are hence linked to the present situation of 

corruption in public administration which has ruined the atmosphere in India. Giving rise to a 

remorseless cycle operated by the corrupt hands. 

II. ANALYSIS  
India is under the shade of a huge tree named corruption whose roots have penetrated deep into 

its governance and administrative system. The economy of the central, local and state 

government is hampered in many ways. A survey study by Transparency International 

concluded that more than 62% of Indians pay bribe to the government officers to get job. 

Whereas a 2008 report states about 50% people in India pay bribe to get their work done in 

different governmental department. We know that India is at 80th position among 180 countries 

according to the 2019 corruption perception index and this reflects that there is a gradual 

decline in corruption perception as compared to the previous years. It is evident to observe that 

mostly the largest contributor to such dishonest activities are the government policies, plans, 

social schemes and other welfare activities. The positive intensions of the government for the 

welfare of the people always remain ineffective due to the improper execution and utilization 
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of resources by the corrupt officers. If a 100 rupees is targeted for the welfare of the people, 

while it reaches it becomes rupees 9. This is the current situation in India which is the most 

important reason for which India is still developing and developed. Many a times the media 

has highlighted through various publications about the allegation of a no of corrupt citizen 

depositing millions of rupees in the Swiss banks. The authority initially repudiated the fact but 

eventually the allegations were proven with proper evidence in 2015-16. If the money from the 

Swiss bank is recovered and utilised in the weak corners of the nation, we can touch new 

heights of success and development. 

As the shade of the tree named corruption is spreading rapidly through the country there is a 

need to ensure justice. According to a report 120 out of 542 members of Indian parliament have 

been accused of various corruption scandals since December 2009. Some of the examples are 

2010 Common Wealth Game scams (₹70,000 crore), the coal mining scams (₹1.86 lakh crore), 

the case for vote scams and mining related scandals in Karnataka. Both police and government 

officers share the bribe money, to 45% and 43% respectively. About 60% of road stoppages 

and toll gates collect tax arbitrarily from the people under the supervision of the so called 

responsible officers. In most of the villages and cities thorough out the country, the contractors, 

real estate owners, government municipal officers and other revenue officers are involved in 

illegal means of selling land and collecting revenue. Unfortunately, these dishonest politicians 

and officials are never proved guilty as they are immunized by the colossal power that they 

possess. This can be understood with a very important example during the Pradhan Mantri 

Gramin Awas Yojana Government sanctioned a huge amount of money for the construction of 

houses for the slum dwellers. It was observed that the officials assigned under this work did 

utilise the money effectively and built the houses with the cheap construction materials as a 

result of which the houses started to deteriorate within few years. It is surprising that how could 

these educated and learned officials put the lives of thousands of poor people at stack for their 

personal benefit. A report produced by State Government of UP in year 2006 which aided the 

infrastructural development of the State was subjugated by influential contractors, politicians, 

corrupt government officials and agitated mob. 

The World Bank says that the policy plans and aid programmes are tormented by dishonest 

means and flawed administration. To understand this with an example, a report says that only 

40% of the total benefits given by the government reaches the poor with an incomplete target. 

A survey conducted by The World Bank clearly states that all the public welfare programmes 

and social contracts are never effective as they are shadowed by corruption. A bright example 

of it is the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) which 
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was implemented by the government on 25 August 2005. Though the government sanctioned 

rupees 400 in the year 2010–11 the proper execution of the scheme 2011, the programme was 

awfully criticised. The targets and the positive motives of MGNREGA were dominated by the 

corrupt officers who misled the money as fake rural employees. Lack of proper infrastructure 

and administration had a catastrophic impact on poverty.               

We know that 'Health is wealth' but corruption has made this aspect not less than a mere joke. 

It is prevalent that in many government hospitals it is present in the form of absence of doctors 

and duplicate or unavailability of medication. National Rural Health Mission is again a public 

welfare programme that focuses on maintaining a healthy society, but it has also been subjected 

to lot many corrupt activities. The aim of the programme is to improve the health care facilities 

in the grass root levels of the country. It has been working diligently towards its aim since 2005 

under the keen supervision of Ministry of Health headed by the government of India, the 

government allotted a sum of about rupees 77 lakh crore in 2004-05, and decided to increase it 

annually to 1% of India's GDP. But, it has also been haunted by corruption scandals where 

many government officials were involved and arrested. Most of them lost their lives in peculiar 

circumstances which includes one case of death in prison. It has been alleged that about rupees 

1lakh crore has been misled from the actual target of the programme.  

There are many cases of conspiracy and bribery where the Income Tax Department officers are 

involved for arbitrary taxation and relaxed prosecution. The examples of major mining scam 

include, 2011 Karnataka mining scam where a legislative assembly member was arrested and 

accused of illegal mining of iron ore through corrupt means. A study that was conducted 

between 2004-05 concluded that driver licencing procedure in India was misrepresented by the 

bureaucrats and in this process of corruption agents act as channels. In a book titled “Corruption 

in India”, Professor Bibek Debroy and Laveesh Bhandari claimed that almost 5% of the GDP 

i.e rupees 921 billion are consumed by the corrupt public officials. The book further states that 

delivery services consume highest bribe followed by the real estate industries and the transport 

system. 

CENTRAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION(CBI): It was established on April, 1963.This 

branch aims not to make any change in the powers, functions, jurisdiction and establishment 

of the general laws of administration. It is a supplement to the states police force. To avoid 

duplication of efforts, the administrative arrangement has been arrived at between the Central 

and the State Governments regarding the type of cases to be earmarked for the CBI.  The bureau 

involves the central government employees and certain state government employees. It has the 

power to take up cases against employees of authorised bodies which are funded and 
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establishes by the Government of India. The CBI is headed by the director who is further 

assisted by three additional directors and 15 joint directors and a supporting staff and a legal 

adviser. The bureau’s investigation plays a conspicuous role in the political and economic life 

of the nation. 

(A) Central Vigilance Commission (CVC):  

It is a pinnacle of Indian government established in 1964 to eradicate corruption.  It is a self-

governing body which is not under the control of any executive authority. It monitors vigilance 

activities of the central government by advising various authorities in the planning, reviewing, 

reforming and execution of vigilance activity. It was setup under the guidance of the committee 

on Prevention of Corruption, headed by Shri K. Santhanam Committee, to advise and guide 

the Government agencies in the ambit of vigilance. Nittoor Srinivasa Rau, was the first Chief 

Vigilance Commissioner of India. The commission gives an Annual Report summarizing the 

failures in the system which leads to corrupt activities in different departments, suggests 

improvements and preventive measures including cases in which the advice of the commission 

is neglected. The Composition of the commission is- one Central Vigilance Commissioner 

(Chairperson) and not more than two Vigilance Commissioners (Members).   

III. CONCLUSION 
Hence, corruption in governance is a phenomenon that acts as a major obstacle in the path of 

social welfare. The role of different factors that facilitates the breeding ground of corruption 

has given the circumstance a complicated shape. Administrative corruption can permanently 

break the rungs of the ladder leading to prosperity. The roots of dishonesty and immorality in 

our society is so deep that, as a result, many of the government programs to fight corruption 

have failed. Corruption in the administrative system has not been eradicated today despite of 

numerous reforms, programs and rules which have been imposed to combat the problem. Now 

the question is why the efforts have failed? The reason behind the failure is not only the lack 

of proper rules and regulation but also the lack of human conscience and moral ethics. In this 

modern world people are becoming so materialistic that they are running away from their 

morals and values that has built them. To fight with corruption, we all should be aware of the 

danger that our country faces because of it. This issue should be highlighted to the illiterate and 

backward section of the society by organising interactive sessions, natakas and plays in villages 

and other remote areas. We should aim to alert the people in such a way that they never become 

the target of the gun named corruption. People should be encouraged to raise their voice against 

it such that the corrupt officers or ministers who practice it are given punishment under the 
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law. Moreover, the evil practice of corruption and its effects should be taught in schools as well 

such that the upcoming generation who will become the future administrator never get attracted 

towards this evil trap of greediness.  Rightly quoted by the former President of India Dr. APJ 

ABDUL KALAM- “If a country is to be corruption Free and become a nation of beautiful 

minds, I strongly feel there are three key societal members who can make a difference. They 

are father, the mother and the teacher.” 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS  
Corruption is such a virus which is now present in the bloods and veins of every human being. 

Starting from an affluent personality to a daily wager everyone is a part of this dishonest 

activity. Corruption is in the mind and is imprinted in the attitude which is reflected in the 

actions of a public administrator. People say that corruption can never be eradicated but reality 

is they don’t actually want to. There is nothing in this universe which is impossible because 

the term IMPOSSIBLE itself consists of “I AM POSSIBLE”. So there can be necessary steps 

which should be taken to uproot this huge tree named corruption 

1. The character building of a person begins at home which eventually is nurtured by the 

teachers in school. As Corruption is a termite that eats up the moral conscience of a person and 

affects the foundation of one’s personality, therefore, parents and teachers being an integral 

part of a child’s life should ingrain the values of honesty, sincerity and loyalty in such a way 

that he inculcates personal integrity within himself and never gets trap in the web of corruption. 

After all today’s children are the future builders of the country. 

2. “Self-Competition is the best policy for becoming successful in life”. When you 

compete with yourself you get to know the real ‘you’ and what you actually deserve but 

continuously competing with others that to in the aspect of quantifying the amount of money 

and luxury they have, inculcates not only the feeling of insecurity but also self-doubt. As a 

result of which a person is never satisfied with what he has and desires the undesirable. Hence 

is inclined towards corrupted means to accomplish his never ending greed.  

3. The State plays a major role in the recruitment and promotion of civil servants and other 

public administrative officers. So the state should ensure that the process of employment should 

be based on merit and not blurred by recommendations and external or political pressure. As a 

result of which the post is given to an efficient and capable officer who remains in the ambit 

of his personal integrity rather than dancing in the tunes of other influential people. 

4. Public administrative officer should be transferred at a regular interval from on 

department to the other in order to reduce their engagement in corrupt activities as by this 
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process there remains no future guarantee of the dishonest partners to continuously remain in 

power at a particular place or position. Hence, employee rotation in jobs that are prone to 

corruption is essential.  

5. To maintain transparency in the administrative system there should be co-ordination, 

co-operation and synchronization between the different government departments and the anti-

corruption department. The government should issue a directive to all Ministers and its 

departments that their head vigilance officer should report at the anti-corruption department for 

proper enquire and investigation of corruption scandals and bribery cases against the officers. 

6. Efforts should be made by the government and the responsible citizens to make the e-

government services accessible from the grass root level to the top. The use of communication 

and information technology in the government procedures and functions bridges the gap 

between governance and citizen. So when the citizens become aware about the governments 

strategies and actively participate in the administration, then the scope of corruption is 

narrowed. 

7. In the administrative world the mismatch of interests between the officers within 

different departments leads to corruption. The difference in opinions, clash of ideas often 

bombard the governance. In order to cement the crack there requires proper regulation and 

management by increasing the scope of transparency between the officers. The conflict should 

be drawn in such a way that they meet at a common point the chances of dishonest activities. 

8. Impartial Audits in regular intervals is essential in every public sector department. 

Moreover, training programmes and anti-corruption awareness camps or sessions should be 

conducted time to time in the government department to keep the moral ethic of the officers 

alive within themselves. 

9. The government should encourage loyal and honest officers by promotion, post 

upgradation and rewards. On the other hand, the officers inclined towards malpractices should 

be defamed through media, terminated and punished. 

10. There should be proper legal implications for the people involved in corruption. The 

statutory laws that prevails in our country should amended and be made strict such that a person 

trapped in corrupt activity does not get relaxation through any means. The practising of these 

laws should not come under the influence of any political means 
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